
NEXT LEVEL OF

VIDEO 
SURVEILLANCE


Obseron AI

An excellent way to add smart features to any 

video stream. High efficiency keeps your 
recorder 

running even with multiple AI instances in use. 

Obseron AI now detects people and vehicles. 

Detection of other objects and object tracking 

coming later. Licensed separately. Windows only.


8 x more cameras

Utilizing the lightness of secondary stream for 

most tasks, Obseron can now handle up to 8 
times 

more cameras. The main stream can be raised to 

high resolution and frame rate. Tested on 32 Full 

HD cameras and an Intel i3 computer.


Pre-recording


Never miss a moment with adjustable pre- 
and 

past-recording.


Other new features


- Installation wizard

- Improved UI

- User selectable recording 
path

- New POS features 


Updating from Obseron 2


Can be done in a few extra steps. License 
keys 

must be changed for version 3 keys. The 

upgrade is free if the license was acquired in 

2021 or 2022. Contact sales for more 

information. 


Easier licensing


The upgrade licenses are now the same as 
the 

basic camera licenses, so you no longer 
need 

to know if the license is for a new recorder or 

whether it adds cameras to an existing one.


For more info:

sales@tiandy.com.ua


Version 3 compatibility


Obseron 3 clients work with version 2 
servers, 

but not the other way around. Version 2 

support will work until the end of 2023. 


Obseron 2 support


It will not be possible to purchase Obseron 2 

licenses for new recorders after the release of 

version 3. Upgrade licenses can still be 

purchased. Version 2 will get important 
updates 

until the end of 2023.


Get ready!


Oberon 3 will be released on February 
28th. 

Marketing material and price list will be 

provided before publication.


Login server

Centralized user management is now easier than 

ever. Add all users to one server and set the 
other 

servers to use the same as the login server.


Obseron Blur Studio


A new AI powered tool to blur people in 

exported video. It automatically detects and 

blurs the people in footage. Final touch-ups 
for 

blurred areas can be made with a brush and 

eraser tools.


Ubuntu support


From now on, Obseron will also get versions 
for 

Ubuntu LTS.


Obseron 3 contains a lot of much-needed features. It is faster and lighter than before. 
Obseron's 

own arti cial intelligence increases the reliability of the recording and enables more 
accurate 

alarms. By removing direct compatibility with the version 2, the 3 has experienced major 
internal 

improvements that make it more stable and future-proof.



